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Mf…

Hissss

Hngh…

Hngh…

Mf…

Hisss

OWW  !!
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Yeah, I know, thanks.
But why’d you bite me.

Can’t you see I’m on
a mission  ?

Hey ! What the heck 
is your problem  ?

Whaddaya 
mean, my 
problem ?

I’m hungry  !
So I bit you !

Oh  ? What 
mission  ?

I’m trying to 
save the island !

Really  ? And 
just how, 
exactly  ?

Pushing.

Push, and 
you move the 

island.

Move the island, 
and you save it.

What exactly 
are you saving 

it from  ?

Don’t you 
ever look up 
at the sky ?
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That’s a 
comet.

It’s heading 
right for

this island.

How do
you know ?

I just 
know.

Its trajectory…

The way it gets 
bigger every day…

Dreams…

But—but if that’s true,
why isn’t anyone doing 
anything ? We should

all be pushing  !

You think I haven’t
tried telling them ?
But no one listens.

Good thing I’m pretty 
strong. I can move the 

island all by myself.

See the 
waves  ?

Incredible  !
Such

strength  !

So… think we’re 
gonna make it  ?

I’m doing 
my best.

Ow. But your dumb 
bite isn’t helping.
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Gadzooks  !
Oh, no  ! I bityou  ! 
What a disaster  !

You said it.
I can’t push 

as hard now.

That’s not the 
worst part  !
My bite has

venom  !

In a few days, 
you’re going

to die  !

Die  ?

But…
I ain’t got
time to die.

Who’ll 
push 
then  ?

Who’ll 
replace me  ?

Well… I could try.

Sure, but…
we only have

a few days left
to save the island.

Together  !
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Look  !

My God… It’s like
I cansee it growing  !

I’m so tired. I’m going
to take a little nap.

We’ll swap out
when I wake.

Sleep well. 
I’ll give it

my all.

Thanks… This is
the first time
I’ve ever been 

taken seriously.
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AAH  !!
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Why didn’t you 
wake me  ?!!

I wanted 
you to get 
some rest.

Hurry  ! 
Hurry  !!

Ow!! My whole rear 
end hurts like the 

dickens  !

It—it’s the 
venom  ! I’m 
so stupid  !

I bit you out
of instinct.

An instinct 
old as the 

world…

You couldn’t 
have known.
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I just… 
can’t.

Forgive me.
I wasn’t fast 

enough. Strong 
enough…

Don’t be
stupid  !

Look how close
it is now  !
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Let’s climb higher up.
If the world’s gonna end, 

might as well have
front row seats.

Wow… It’s like
it’s headed right

for us  !
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That means all
these years I’ve been 
pushing the island…

…to the exact
place it was

going to make 
impact  ?
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So is that
crazy buffalo

dead yet  ?

I better not
catch crazy

when I eat him  !
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What are you doing  ?!!
This buffalo

here…

…ain’t gonna
get eaten  !


